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Classroom Quality

A unique pathway to improve quality in the classroom
Family Engagement

Tools and resources to promote learning at home
Professional Development

Customizable PD and training series based on best classroom practices

Products











MarcoPolo For Educators

An educator platform that enhances and enriches teacher instructions in the classroom
MarcoPolo For Families

A child-facing app that strengthens school-to-home connection and supercharges engagement at home
MarcoPolo Professional Development

A customizable PD series that focuses on the transferability of learning into daily classroom practice
MarcoPolo World School

A child-facing app for Kindergarten readiness that supports learning beyond the preschool classroom
The Polos

A TV series that sparks children's curiosity and promotes the development of 21st century skills
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About Us

Learn about MarcoPolo Learning 
Newsroom


Check out the latest news and insights from MarcoPolo Learning
Careers

We're hiring! 

ResourcesLoginContact
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We Supercharge Engagement!

Find Out More




We've developed a unique pathway to support classroom quality 

MarcoPolo provides educators with a foundational pathway to support classroom quality, child engagement, and family connections. Using a three-pronged approach, educators are given the training and tools to elevate classroom quality and engage children on their learning journey. 


MarcoPolo 
Let's Learn

A customizable Professional Development series and trainings focused on best instructional practices to elevate classroom quality
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MarcoPolo 
Let's Engage

An easy-to-use multilingual resource that empowers teachers to put their professional learning into practice in the classrooms
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MarcoPolo
Let's Share

An award-winning family engagement platform rich in content and activities that connects the classroom with homes
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From administrators to families, we are your partner for promoting engagement 
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For Administrators

Continuous support for teachers on elevating best classroom practices 

Our unique pathway to support quality goes beyond professional development and training, allowing teachers to put training into practice, as well as bringing families into children's learning. 

Learn More
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For Teachers

An easy-to-use content rich platform that helps you create quality teacher-child interactions

Seamlessly aligned with the curriculum used in your classroom and tools such as Teachstone's CLASS®, this video centric platform brings your curriculum to life, with educator guides with open-ended questions and activities that make class preparation easier and foster effective teacher-child discourse. 

Learn More
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For Families

An award-winning home learning platform that engages children and empowers caregivers

MarcoPolo For Families offers Emmy-nominated learning videos and literacy and math games that promote foundational skill development, aligned to Kindergarten Readiness assessment tools. Our platform uniquely connects teachers and homes with personalized messages and playlists. 

Learn More



Loved by Educators





“Thank you MarcoPolo and for how much it has affected learning in my classroom.  My children LOVE MarcoPolo and ask for it every day. The resource is AMAZING... and hey, not only are the kids learning, but I have learned some things too! Thank you once again for helping us teachers get tools to help expand these children's brains.”

Kristen Legge

Teacher, Kiddie Academy Longwood-Lakemary
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"The children absolutely love it. They were receptive, they were engaged, they were asking questions, they were interactive and they loved the videos and the learning that was taking place. We found out over several weeks, they were still retaining the knowledge that was gained from watching these videos.

Sharon Cummins

Teacher, Kids & Company
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"We have struggled in the past to find age appropriate content in Spanish and this has been helpful to have Spanish content related to what we are learning in the classroom."

Bibliana Lucumi

Teacher, Smart Start of Mecklenburg County
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"I am old school and using technology in my classroom has been a challenge for me. I have been using MarcoPolo's letter art videos to support our letter of the week. The kids are really engaged and like to try to recreate the letter animals themselves. This gets a whole conversation going that we might not have had otherwise!"

Melissa Heburn

Teacher, Oasis Christian Academy
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I love the feature of sending direct messages to the parents. Being able to have contact between the parent and teacher is important for the child’s learning. The product is very easy to navigate for the parents, kids, and teachers! The wide variety of topics are endless!

Fanny Pruit

Teacher, Kids Prep School & Daycare
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"MarcoPolo is going to be a game changer. The hallways are buzzing with excitement!"

Janet Lucy

Administrator, Anoka County Community Action, Minnesota 
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Hear What They Have to Say

Hear what educators at MECK Pre-K in North Carolina had to say about using MarcoPolo For Educators in their classrooms. 
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Want to learn more?

Contact us to schedule a demo and learn more. 

Schedule a Demo
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Founded in 2013, MarcoPolo Learning is an award-winning early childhood education company focused on developing premium content and instructional support, married with innovative technology, to elevate quality in the classroom and at home.
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Privacy Policy
Children’s Online Privacy Policy
Family’s Terms of Service
Educator’s Terms and Conditions

© 2023 MarcoPolo Learning, Inc.
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